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The Musical World of Ida Halperri
DOUGLAS C O L E a n d C H R I S T I N E

MULLINS

Ida Halpern, a refugee from Hitler's 1938 annexation of her native
Austria, was the first British Columbian seriously to study the music of
the province's coastal Indians. Working largely with the Kwakiutl, she
recorded hundreds of songs from Billie Assu of Cape Mudge and Mungo
Martin of Fort Rupert, analyzed the complexity of their rhythm, melody,
and form, then made the songs and her results public in a series of record
albums. In addition, she was a vital presence in the musical community
of Vancouver and the region for over four decades and, with her husband,
chemist George Halpern, left a philanthropic legacy to a dozen institutions,
especially Simon Fraser University with which she had been associated
since its foundation.
#

*

*

Ida Halpern was born Ida Ruhdorf er in Vienna on 17 July 191 o, the
only child of Heinrich (or Hersch Meilech) Ruhdorf er and his wife Sabine
Weinstock. Her father, owner of a factory manufacturing silk ties, lived
with his family in an apartment at 10 Stephannistrasse in Leopoldstadt,
the city's Jewish quarter on the east bank of the Danube. Her parents were
within the humanistic tradition of emancipated Austrian Jewry. Religion
at home "was not something pointed out," part of the "lax viewpoint" of
a large, cosmopolitan city. Heinrich "emphasized very much the human
and humanistic viewpoints, to be a good human being and integrity
and ethics." 1
The family was, she recalled, wealthy, part of the prosperous Vienna
bourgeoisie and comparatively unhurt by economic events after 1914. This
* T h e authors are indebted to Dr. William Saywell, then president of Simon Fraser
University, who was responsible for initiating the work that eventuated in this article.
T h e late George Halpern shared his memories, and David Duke, Dr. Ida Halpern's
associate in her later work, assisted in invaluable ways.
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was not quite true. Her parents separated early in her life, with Ida moving
with Sabine and her bed-ridden mother to a two-room apartment on the
Kettenbriickengasse, just west of Vienna's Ring. Money was short, even
with contributions from Heinrich and Sabine's two brothers. Ida saw her
father at least every other Sunday, and she went often with him to the
theatre, but he played only a small role in her life. Sabine, on the other
hand, made every possible sacrifice for her daughter, sending her to private
school and to piano teachers she could scarcely afford. Totally self-denying,
Sabine was happy in caring for her own mother and in her devotion to Ida.
At home she spoiled her daughter, not letting her even do housework.2
Ida herself remembered her childhood as being "a little spoiled but it
didn't hurt me." 3
In 1916, as the Empire was losing its war on three fronts, Ida was
enrolled in the state Volksschule. After five years there, the eleven-year-old
Ida matriculated to the Mâdchen- Reform Realgymnasium, a private high
school for girls run by two unmarried sisters. She lived the normal life of a
student, participating in gymnastics ( Ida was one of the best among her
classmates), games on the meadow in the Prater, ice-skating in the Stadtpark, and indulging in the usual pranks of the schoolgirl. Indeed, she
so liked pranks that she was, as she later admitted, "naughty" in school
and her mother often was called to see Madame la Directrice about her
mischief. The gymnasium emphasized the classical languages and German
literature. She studied Greek, Latin, and French, the German classics, but
also modern literature, including Schnitzler and Hofmannsthal. She interested herself chiefly in German literature, philosophy, and history. In
mathematics and Latin, she had difficulties.
Ida continued with her piano, which she had begun to learn at six.
She had taken instantly to the instrument, loving it "so much that they
could not take me away." 4 Music thus formed a large part of her life
while a student. Sabine had exposed her quite early to opera, and she began
to frequent concerts as a teenager. Vienna's rich musical milieu was at
her doorstep and standing-room student tickets were affordable even on
Ida's limited means.
In 1929, age nineteen, she received her Matura, the leaving certificate
equivalent to the German Abitur. Her Matura examination had not gone
well. She scored well enough, but she went into the examination, an arduous five-day ordeal ending with an oral, already ill with influenza, and she
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ended up at its close in the hospital, her sickness turning into dreaded
rheumatic fever. She remained hospitalized for almost a year. She left
with a permanently weakened heart, a fact that determined, in part, that
she would follow her piano only for her own enjoyment. The instrument
placed too strenuous a demand upon her heart for her to pursue it seriously.
Music, however, would be the subject of her university study: "that was
for me a clear thing that I wanted to study music, musicology."5 After
release from the hospital, Ida Ruhdorfer entered the Musicological Institute of the University of Vienna in the winter semester of 1929-30.
While much in Vienna had changed after 1914, the city's dedication to
music had not. Even the Social Democrats, controlling "Red Vienna" in
the post-war years, accepted that. Poor as the city and country now were,
Beethoven's 1927 centenary was dedicated as a celebration for the world.
Vienna, truncated and poor, retained its two opera houses, its three large
orchestras, its two choral societies, and its five concert halls with daily
offerings. Ida Ruhdorfer had already entered this musical world unreservedly. Music, the passion of her life, was to be the subject of her
university study.
The Musicological Institute into which Ida Ruhdorfer entered had been
founded in 1898 when Guido Adler came from Prague as Vienna's first
professor of music history. It had quickly become the pivot of Austrian
musical research. Adler's retirement in 1927 had brought the promotion
of Robert Lach, with the Institute since 1911, as his successor. Lach's
scholarly breadth was amazing, spreading over the range of western music
from the middle ages to the late-romantic masters, but he wrote also on
oriental, primitive, and Mezoamerican music, with an emphasis upon
origin and evolutionary problems. A decade younger were Robert Haas,
Alfred Orel, and Egon Wellesz, all promoted to associate professors in
1929. Haas and Orel were serious and prolific scholars, both working on a
variety of topics, including, in common, Bruchner. Wellesz was in many
ways the most important member of the faculty. His speciality lay in the
Byzantine ecclesiastical chant, where his deciphering of Middle Byzantine
notation in 1918 gave him unique authority. What particularly marked
him out from his colleagues at the institute, however, was his participation
in the mainstream of contemporary music.
Wellesz had become a private student of Arnold Schoenberg's at nineteen, joining Anton Webern and Alban Berg in a life-long appreciation of
Schoenberg's accomplishment. His Schônberg of 1921 was the first book
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on the composer, written as a demonstration of the controversial modernist's greatness and as a defence against the fierce attacks of the Vienna
establishment. He was a founder of the International Society of Contemporary Music, a friend of Hofmannsthal and Kokoshka, and an active
composer in the modern idiom. In contrast to his university colleagues,
who did not go beyond Bruckner and Wolf, Wellesz's heart lay with the
modern and the contemporary. As a performed composer he stood out
from Orel and Haas, as a modernist he was unique at the institute. "You
were not just the learned professor," wrote former student Kurt Pahlen,
"you were a musician, belonging to the most progressive groups, were
played in theaters and concert halls, producing works that were passionately discussed."6 Wellesz's singularity did not ensure his popularity
among his colleagues, certainly not with Director Lach.
The youthful Ida, in her years at the university, studied under all four
professors. Her courses included the psychology of music, philosophy, opera
history, history of modern orchestra, general music history, instrumentation, form, and music aesthetics. Some courses, such as medieval transcription and composition, were compulsory. She liked and respected all
members of the institute's faculty, but was particularly captivated by the
charm, brilliance, and contemporaneity of Wellesz. "He was the most
stimulating lecturer" in the institute, she recalled, and he remained, for
her, "the incomparable great musical scholar without whose research and
discovery it can rightly be said that musicology would not have advanced
to the place where it now stands." 7 Little wonder that she wished to do her
dissertation research under Wellesz, but he advised against it. She should
not, he warned, make things difficult for herself in the department by
becoming a student of the one member of the institute disliked, even
resented, by Lach.18 So, while she took Wellesz's courses, her dissertation
was supervised by Haas. But she never forgot the greatness of Wellesz.
" I had the privilege," she wrote in 1957, on the occasion of his being
granted the CBE by Queen Elizabeth, "of studying under this distinguished
scholar for about seven years."19
As important, Wellesz served as a bridge to the modern. He brought the
International Society for Contemporary Music's 1932 festival to Vienna.
It opened on 16 June with Webern introducing Robert Gerhard's "Six
Catalonian Songs," along with works by Karel Hâba and Miroslav Pone.
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Pone's "Overture to an Ancient Tragedy," she wrote over twenty years
later, "stood out in my mind as being quite wild. Half the strings were
carefully tuned a quarter of a tone away from the rest, and a large
quarter-tone harmonium was placed in the middle of the orchestra. A huge
percussion section added to this gave the ear neither resting space nor relaxation." 10 Listening to such new works for eight full days, the young music
student became familiar with twelve-tone and other new techniques. But,
"after the ears have passed through an educational experience" such
as Pone's "the music of Alban Berg, Krenek or Schoenberg sounds
wonderfully pleasant and agreeable ! One could cling to the familiar tones
themselves, even though the progressions were strange; whereas often the
quarter-tones sound to uninitiated ears simply as wrong notes." 11 In those
exciting days, Ida Ruhdorfer "learned to take almost anything in the way
of innovation." 12 She remembered a concert in March 1933 at which
Herman Scherchen conducted Webern's "Five Pieces." "In his zeal to
help the audience to grasp what at first hearing seemed to be most difficult,
Scherchen played this one work three times in succession for us." "Leaving
the concert hall — we were humming it!" 13 At the Staatsopera she heard
Ernst Krenek's controversial "Jonny Spielt Auf," an opera portraying,
in an astutely dissonant idiom, liberally spiced with jazzified polyrhythms,
the adventures of a Black jazz band leader.14 Stravinsky presented a new
work featuring mainly percussion and bass viols, while Resphigi brought
some songs which sounded almost classical. In these wonderful years, she
learned an adage she was to pass on again and again : change old ears for
new, "expose yourselves unsparingly to the new music." 15
Vienna, while home to much that was new, remained loyal also to its
musical heritage. While Webern directed the Workers' Symphony Concerts, the classics remained favourites among all Viennese. The Staatsopera
was under the direction of Clémence Krauss, then, from 1934 to 1938, of
Bruno Walter. Franz von Weingartner brought great strength to the
Volksoper. Kurt Furtwàngler, Arturo Toscanini, and Bruno Walter dominated the Philharmonika. To Ida Ruhdorfer, Toscanini remained the
greatest. He was, she swore two decades later, "the unrivaled genius conductor of our time." She remembered him as "an angel in wrath" during
temperamental outbursts at the Philharmonika's rehearsals, but no one
10
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could equal his enormous powers and "his scholarly, passionate search
towards the deepest meaning of music, conveyed to the listener in the ultimate conception." 16 Vienna in the early 1930s still glittered, still remained
the home of music from the baroque to the most modern.
*

*

*

Music was not Ida Ruhdorfer's whole life. In 1933, during her third year
at the University, she met a young chemist who would make a permanent
change to it. Georg Halpern had graduated from the university in 1925
with a doctorate in chemistry. He already knew of her through mutual
friends, and she had heard of the chemist, in part because of the diuretic
tablets he had developed and which she knew of from the hospital. The
acquaintance quickly ripened into a deepening relationship.
Georg Halpern had been born in 1902 at Krackow, where his father,
Dr. Simon Halpern, served as a staff surgeon in the Imperial army. He
moved to Vienna in 1914, attending gymnasium there before entering the
university's science faculty in 1921. Graduating four years later with a
thesis on insulin, he did post-graduate work at the pharmacological institute, then began work with the Oesterreichische Heilmittelstelle, the state
pharmaceutical firm. It was here that he developed his "Gelamon" remedy
for water retention. He lived with his father, now retired, and family, on
the Richtergasse in the Neubau district.
As Ida worked toward her own degree, she saw Georg often. They took
walks in the Volksgarten and the Wienerwald and trips up to Grinzing's
pine-garlanded winerooms for the late-summer Heuriger wine, drank
coffee at the Café Piccola, their favorite locale on the Mariahilferstrasse,
and spent evenings at the opera, where music-student Ida had standingroom tickets that could usually be converted into seats once the baton
had dropped.
Times were difficult. Although Georg could do his own work at the
Heilmittelsstelle, he was without a steady position and thus unable to
marry. The defeat of the Social Democrats by the Vaterlandsfront and
Heimwehr in February 1934 brought the dissolution of the socialist-tinted
Heilmittelsstelle and made Georg's prospect even more dismal.17 "It is
time," commented his parents, "that he gets something steady and finally
marries." 18 Suddenly, through a friend, he secured a position in Milan
16
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where he was to establish and manage a new factory making pharmaceuticals for the Italian market. The long years without prospect seemed
past and Georg and Ida married on 19 November 1936 at the Reform
synagogue on the Seitenstellegasse in Leopoldstadt.
The newly-weds went immediately to Milan. Ida had only her dissertation, dealing with music of Robert Schumann in contemporary criticism to
complete, and most of that could be done at the university library there.
At the same time she became an "attentive wife and good housekeeper,"
concerning herself with Georg's worries and the uncertainties of their
new situation. 19
The Milan plant did not go well. For reasons now unclear Georg left it
within the year. The couple returned to Vienna, where they lived with his
parents while they tried to put together a future. Georg once again worked
on his own, now in the large Dr. Wunder laboratories, developing new
pharmaceutical and cosmetic preparations, but with little real prospects.
He was naturally sensitive, and his unemployment exacerbated that trait,
making him depressed and prickly. He had earlier enquired about possibilities in Palestine, and now they turned their eyes on Buenos Aires, where
Ida had an uncle. They were learning Spanish when Hitler marched his
troops into Vienna. 20
Vienna's Jewish community, already suffering under the anti-Semitism
of Kurt von Schauschnigg's Vaterlandsfront and its right-wing supporters,
was now exposed to a furious assault from the Nazis. "Concentrating into
a few months the persecution and exclusion from the economy and society
that had taken five years in Germany," the new masters in Vienna were
ruthless and unrelenting. Austria's 180,000 Jews were pushed toward
emigration — if they could find a place that would take them. 21 Wellesz
managed to flee to Oxford, Bruno Walter to Amsterdam's Concertgebouw.
The Halperns, already intending to leave, sought a refuge while Ida
awaited her doctoral examination. Argentina, Chile, and Australia were
their hopes, but securing entry via visa anywhere was very difficult. In the
end, after Ida had successfully defended her dissertation, they chose Shanghai, where Georg's elder sister, Dr. Fanny G. Halpern, taught neurology
and psychiatry at the National Medical College.22 Shanghai had the fur19
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ther, inestimable, advantage of being practically the only place in the world
which required no visa.23 They left, via Yugoslavia, at the end of September, sailing from Trieste early in October on the two-month voyage to the
international city. As they had no money themselves, H I C E M , the amalgamated Jewish refugee organization, paid their fare.
The Halperns, just two among the 17,000 Jewish refugees, mostly from
Austria, who came to the city by the end of 1939, were luckier than most.
Fanny Halpern was established there, and they could stay as long as necessary at her Avenue Roi Albert apartment in the French concession. Georg
sought a position as an industrial chemist. He had already established
contact with a Hong Kong firm, but the prospect there was uncertain
because of the Japanese occupation of Canton. A pharmaceutical or cosmetic, perhaps both, factory in Shanghai was a possibility, so too was
something similar in British India. Ida was able to secure a temporary
lectureship in music at the Shanghai university. Their uncertainty, in
business and with the state of Asian politics, drove them to search for another refuge. Aside from its dreadful climate, Shanghai was suffering from
the Sino-Japanese war, with the city, except the International Settlement,
already occupied. Australia, where Ida had a relative, was their first
choice, but they could secure no visa. They decided that their best hope
lay in Canada, partly because of Fanny's close friendship with Robert D.
Murray, a Canadian who managed the Shanghai branch of the Chartered
Bank of India, Australia and China, and his family. The Murrays were
about to leave for London via Canada and Fanny would be travelling with
them. Murray would try to pave the way for the Halperns' immigration
to the Dominion. He promised to put up £1,000, without interest, to
enable Georg to establish a Canadian cosmetics firm (and, hopefully, help
secure their admission through immigration). Murray, in Vancouver in
June 1939, spoke with Hugh Dalton of the Canadian Manufacturers'
Association and then, accompanied by Dalton, with Frederick W. Taylor
— the famous "Cyclone" Taylor — who was district superintendent of
immigration. Taylor would make no promises, but Murray advised Halpern to take the risk of coming to Vancouver on tourist visas.24 They booked
almost the next boat, departing 24 July on the Empress of Asia, Three
weeks before leaving they were baptised into the Catholic faith at the
Sacred Heart Church and the next day married again in a Catholic
23
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service.25 ( Fanny, a practising Catholic, had converted years before while
still in Vienna.) 2 6
On their Vancouver arrival, 7 August, the Halperns were immediately
detained by immigration and then, after Taylor was reminded of his conversation with Murray and Dalton, released on $500 bond. They appeared
before a board of inquiry on the 9th. It did not go well. Board members
were sympathetic, but suspicious about Halpern's claim to the £ 1,000 from
Murray. The result was, in any case, inevitable. The Halperns, not being
farmers, did not meet Canadian immigration requirements. They were
not, however, without hope. Murray was still in Montreal, scheduled to
sail for Britain only on the 19th. George (a spelling now more appropriate)
asked him to go to Ottawa and speak personally to F. C. Blair, director
of the immigration branch. Murray visited the department on the 16th.
Blair was unavailable, but did meet with the deputy, A. L. Joliffe, to
whom he gave full assurance about the money at Halpern's disposal. That,
apparently, was enough. On 2 September Ottawa sustained the Halperns'
appeal. 27 By then Canada was at war with Germany and the Halperns
were cut off from family and friends who remained in Nazi Vienna.
The Halperns decided to make Vancouver their home. With its mild
climate and beautiful scenery, it seemed better than Toronto or Montreal.
That was Ida's sentiment. From the moment Ida arrived in the city, she
"was lost." "Here we are in the most splendid land," she wrote Fanny,
"and thank God daily for it." Neither she nor George could bear the
thought of leaving the city or British Columbia, and so they made it their
permanent home. 28
For the first few weeks in Vancouver they lived in housekeeping rooms
in the West End, before renting a house in Kitsilano at 2336 West 12th.
George immediately explored business opportunities in pharmaceutical
and cosmetics, but, because of the difficulties of location, war, and capital,
he got only so far as producing chocolate-coated fish-oil tablets before
abandoning independent business to take a research position with the
Canadian Fishing Company early in 1941. With equal enterprise. Ida
25
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began to resurrect her career in music. Scarcely off the boat, she had played
the piano for the Vancouver Jewish Congress and its refugee committee. 29
She purchased her own piano in February 1940 with $400 of their own
money and $200 borrowed. That fall she sent out printed announcements
of the opening of her music studio on West 12 th with lessons in piano,
theory, music history, and "preparation for all examinations." She sought
out every opportunity — the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (where
her as-yet inadequate command of English counted against her), at the
University of British Columbia for summer school (a position she managed
to secure only in 1942 ), at the Vancouver News-Herald as music critic (it
had no opening), with the provincial department of education for a special
certificate to allow her to teach music in high schools (that required normal
school training). Her initial successes were voluntary — with a music
appreciation group at the University Women's Club and parent-teacher
music groups at Lord Byng and Queen Mary schools. In January 1941,
however, Robert Bonner, then an officer in UBC's Alma Mater Society,
arranged a series of noon-hour music appreciation lectures that attracted
a good student audience. 30 She received $8 a session. Work gradually increased: abundant private lessons, evening extension classes at UBC, a
normal school evening course, German lessons to service personnel, and
UBC summer sessions. Soon she designed a correspondence course on
the "Fundamentals of Music," which enjoyed success throughout the
province. 31
By January 1942 they managed to put $500 down on a three-bedroom
house at 3707 West 37th (monthly payments were $37) where they remained until 1955, when they moved permanently to Wallace Crescent.
By the later date George had left Canadian Fishing to start his own
business, located on East Hastings, that did very well by producing a
patching compound for plywood.
George's father had died in February 1939 and his mother escaped to
Fanny in Shanghai, where she lived until her death in 1951. Fanny survived war and revolution. She died in Vancouver in 1952, only months
after arriving from Shanghai. Ida's parents were not so fortunate. Brought
together again in persecution, they almost made the Trieste to Shanghai
29
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